INTERNATIONAL & INLAND  At night, a power-driven vessel underway of less than 7 meters in length where its maximum speed does not exceed 7 knots, may show, as a minimum, ______
A  sidelights and a sternlight
B  the lights required for a vessel more than 7 meters in length
C  sidelights only
D  one all-round white light

INLAND ONLY  Which is a characteristic of a special flashing light?
A  It is required for all vessels being pushed ahead as part of a composite unit
B  It must show through an arc of not less than 180° nor more than 225°
C  It must be of the same character and construction as the masthead light
D  All of the above

INTERNATIONAL & INLAND  What characteristic must a light have if used to signal passing intentions?
A  It must be an all-round white light
B  It must be an alternating blue and white light
C  It must be an all-round white or yellow light
D  It must be an alternating red and yellow light

INTERNATIONAL & INLAND  An all-round flashing yellow light may be exhibited by a ___?
A  vessel laying cable
B  vessel towing a submerged object
C  vessel not under command
D  air cushion vessel

INTERNATIONAL & INLAND  Which lights shall a 200-meter vessel exhibit when at anchor?
A  In the forepart of the vessel, a 225-degree white light.
B  In the after part of the vessel, a 112.5-degree white light.
C  Working lights to illuminate the decks.
D  In the forepart of the vessel, a 112.5-degree white light